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1.0 Introduction

1.1 The South Seas Campaign, 1942-43 (SSC) is a two player, strategic-level wargame of the struggle for control of the naval, air and land lines of communication between Australia and the US during those two years. 

1.2 Game Scales. Most ground units in the game represent divisions, brigades or regiments. Aircraft units represent two groups or air regiments (six to eight squadrons), and are represented by the primary type of aircraft in the unit. Ship units mostly represent one fleet aircraft carrier, “divisions” of two light or escort carriers, two battleships, four cruisers, squadrons of six to eight destroyers (plus Japanese light cruiser destroyer leaders), and various numbers of other ships types. On the map, each inch equals 90 miles. Each turn represents from two weeks to two months.
 
2.0 Components

2.1 The components to a complete game of SSC include these rules, the mapsheet and the die-cut counters (also referred to as “units” and “unit-counters”). Players will need to provide themselves with a standard six-sided die to resolve combat and other probabilistic events during play.

2.2 The game map is drawn so as to emphasize the strategically critical sea zones and land areas on and near northern Australia, New Guinea, the Bismarck Islands, the Solomons, the New Hebrides, New Caledonia and Fiji. Additionally, there are areas representing off-map bases: Truk (Japanese); Southeastern Australia and Pearl Harbor (Allies). Every unit in the game is considered to be in only one sea zone or land area at any one time.

Map errata
Disease Event (add): This event can not be applied against off-map bases.
Weather Event (add): This event can not be applied against off-map bases.

2.3 Counters. There are 228 unit counters in the game, most of which represent various groupings of land, sea and aerial combat units. Other counters are also provided as informational markers and memory aids. After reading these rules at least once, carefully punch out the counters. Trimming off the “dog ears” from their corners with a fingernail clipper will facilitate easier handling and stacking during play and enhances their appearance.

2.4 Sample Combat Unit

	Anti-Ground Combat Factor – upper left
	Anti-Aircraft Combat Factor – upper right
	Anti-Submarine Combat Factor – lower left
	Anti-Surface Ship Combat Factor – lower right
	Movement/Range Factor – parenthesized 

2.5 Back-Printing. Carrier units are back-printed with their “depleted” side. That’s used with the optional Carrier Depletion rule (see section 22.0 in the eRules). Amphibious units have their cargo capacity printed on the reverse sides, Divisions are marked with a “-1” on their reverse sides as reminders they require two “hits” before being eliminated in combat. 

2.6 Nationality & Background. A unit’s nationality, and therefore the side to which it belongs during play, is shown by its background color. In the game, all Japanese units are friendly to all other Japanese units. All Allied units, regardless of nationality, are friendly to all other Allied units. Friendly units may operate together. 
 
Japanese Units
Imperial Japanese Navy (IJN): red background 
Imperial Japanese Army (IJA): brown background 
Japanese Bases: orange background

Allied Units
Australian & New Zealand: blue background
US: olive drab background
Allied Bases: white background
 
2.7 Reinforcement Codes.
This is located on the upper part of the counter:
“I”: Japanese Operation “I” special reinforcements.
“R”: Japanese Turn 2 special reinforcements.
“S”: start unit
“*” (asterisk): 1943 reinforcements
1942 reinforcements have no code

2.8 Ground Unit Abbreviations.

Japanese 
A: Amphibious
BF: Base Force
C: Combined SNLF
SNLF: Special Naval Landing Force
SSG: South Seas Garrison
SSD: South Seas Detachment
TeiS: Teishin Shudan (Raiding Group)

British Commonwealth of Nations
Au: Australian
AU/NZ Cdo: Combined Australian/New Zealand Commandos
F: Fiji
NGF: New Guinea Force
NZ: New Zealand 
TG: Townsville Garrison

United States
A: Army
AC: AmeriCal Division
Cav: Cavalry
CB: Construction Battalions
Def: USMC Defense Battalions
PM: Paramarines
R: Raider
TF: Task Force

2.9 Ship Abbreviations. Ships, in addition to their identifying icons, also carry abbreviations of their types. Those abbreviations are as follows.

Carrier Types
CA: Cruiser Squadron
CVA: Fleet Aircraft Carrier
CVE: Escort Carrier

Combat Types
BB: Battleship Division
CVL: Light Aircraft Carrier
DD: Destroyer Squadron
PT: Patrol Torpedo Boat or Gunboat
YP: Seaplane Tender

Amphibious Types 
AP: Transport Ships
APD: Fast Transports
LST: Landing Ship Tank

Logistics Types
AO: Fleet Train

Submarine Types
SS: Attack Submarine 

Generally, the number following the unit type is a generic identifier. The following are exceptions.

US CV’s are identified by their historic hull numbers:
CV-2: Lexington
CV-3: Saratoga
CV-5: Yorktown
CV-6: Enterprise
CV-7: Wasp
CV-8: Hornet (not in the counter mix but for future variant)
CV-9: Essex

Japanese CV are as follows.
CV-S: Shokaku
CV-Z: Zuikaku

2.10 Aircraft Types 
	
Aircraft Abbreviations
B: Bomber
F: Fighter
HB: Heavy Bomber
SP: Seaplane 
T: Torpedo Bomber

Japanese Aircraft
A-5: Claude Fighter
A-6: Zero Fighter
B-5: Kate Torpedo Bomber
D-3/4: Val & Judy Dive Bombers
G-3: Nell Bomber
G-4: Betty Bomber
H-6: Mavis Seaplane
Ki-21: Sally Bomber
Ki-43: Oscar Fighter
Ki-44: Tojo Fighter
Ki-48: Lily Bomber
Ki-49: Helen Bomber
Ki-61: Tony Fighter

US Aircraft
A: Attack Bomber
B: Bomber
F: Fighter 
P: Pursuit (fighter)
PBY: Patrol Bomber (seaplane)
SBD: Scout Bomber
TBF: Torpedo Bomber

British Commonwealth Aircraft
Beaufighter: Fighter-Bomber
Hudson: Bomber
Kittyhawk: P-40 Fighter
Ventura: Bomber

2.11 Ground Unit Types. The ground unit types in the game are identified by NATO-style symbols. Ground units are further broken into two broad categories: heavy and light. The heavy/light characterization is important in terms of the transportability, by sea and air, of each ground unit. Those symbols are as follows. 

Heavy Ground Combat Units
Armor
Artillery 
Anti-Aircraft
Coastal Defense 
Allied Engineers
Headquarters

Light Ground Combat Units
Infantry
Marines
Airborne Infantry
Commando 
Japanese Engineers

Bases are a third type of ground unit, with their own special characteristics. The number within the hexagon is the “level” of the base, with “6” being the highest and “1” the lowest.

2.12 Ground Unit Sizes. The organizational size of each of each ground unit is indicated by the symbol atop each one’s unit-type box. If that symbol is bracketed, it means that unit is ad hoc, or otherwise transitional in organization, and that the symbol is the nearest size equivalent to that unit. Those symbols are as follows: XX – division; X – brigade or "detachment"; III – regiment or regimental task force; II – battalion. 

2.13 Naval Vessels, Submarines & Surface Ships. There are two broad categories of naval vessels in the game: submarines and surface ships. If a rule is said to apply to “naval vessels,” it applies to both submarines and surface ships. If a rule only applies to submarines or to surface ships, the appropriate naval vessel category will be used in that rule. SS is the only submarine type in the game; all other naval types are surface ships. Within the category of surface ships are: carriers, combatants and amphibious craft (see above).

2.14 Step Strength. A “step” is a wargaming term used to describe the overall ability of a given unit to absorb some certain amount of punishment (hits) in combat prior to being eliminated from play and removed from the map. Generally, all units in SSC are “one-steppers.” That is, units with printing on just one side of their counter require only one hit to eliminate them from play. When a two-step unit suffers a hit in combat, flip it over so its “reduced” side shows upward. If such a reduced unit takes another hit in combat, either then or later, it’s fully eliminated and permanently removed to the dead pile. Under certain conditions, reduced strength units may be rebuilt. The only multi-step units in SSC are bases. Note that they actually have up to six steps. A three-stepper that takes a hit is removed and replaced with a two-stepper, etc. Eliminated units/steps may return to play via refit (12.0).

2.15 Carrier-Based Aircraft. All the aircraft unit-counters in the game are land-based. The aircraft aboard aircraft carriers are ‘built in’ to those ships’ combat factors and are inseparable from them.

2.16 Static Ground Units. Ground units with printed movement factors of zero (“0”) are immobile once placed on the map. That is, once placed, they never move except to be withdrawn or go into a dead pile. 

2.17 Counter errata:
 Japanese 2nd and 38th Divisions should have anti-ground combat factors of “4” (not “3”).
Japanese CV-S, reverse, should have an anti-surface ship combat factor of “1”.
The Australian TG coastal defense division and NGF infantry brigade should have the “S” reinforcement code.
 The Australian AP unit, reverse, should have a “2” (for transport capability). 

2.18 Memory Aid Markers. In addition to the combat units described above, the counter-mix also includes two types of memory aid markers. Those markers are as follows.

Allied Airborne Supply is used to indicate an area receiving airborne supply.

Battle is a reminder of where a battle is taking place when the units engaged in it are removed from the map to resolve combat.

Entrenched indicates a fortified area.
 
Kokoda Trail represents the Allies building the Kokoda Trail.

Random Event Markers represent just that (see 6.23).

Tokyo Express represents special Japanese destroyer transports. 

Turn indicates the current turn.

2.19 Important Terms Definitions.

Air refers to all land-based aircraft units but not to carriers.

Amphibs: AP, APD and LST units are called collectively “amphibs” (short for amphibious craft). Also, under certain circumstances, Japanese DD may be used as APD (see the Tokyo Express Action).

Carriers: CVA, CVE and CVL are called collectively "carriers."

Force: A “force” is one or more units conducting an action together, Generally, units comprising a force must begin the action in the same area or zone, and then move and/or attack into the same area or zone. If a player has more than one unit in an area, he needn’t use all of them to compose a single force. Composing a force is done on an action-by-action basis, and that composition doesn’t necessarily or automatically carry over to future actions or turns.

Ground refers to all units with a NATO- style symbol (for example infantry and bases).

Randomly: when instructed to randomly draw a unit or markers, you do so without looking. You examine them after you’ve picked them.

2.20 IJA & IJA. All Japanese forces are divided between the IJN (Navy) and the IJA (Army). They are friendly for all purposes, except certain Event markers may only be used to operate only one or the other service.

2.21 US & British Commonwealth. US and British Commonwealth (Australia and New Zealand) forces are friendly for all purposes, and may always operate together.

3.0 Set Up & Control

3.1 Set Up Order. The Allied player starts and completes his side’s set up prior to the Japanese player starting his side’s set up.

3.2 Allied Set Up & Reinforcement Pool. The Allied player should set up his side’s units according to the instructions provided below. Allied units not initially deployed on the map constitute that side’s “reinforcement pool.” For details on their entry into play see section 11.0. The set up instructions sometimes list units by specific type and sometimes by specific unit identification. When any one type of unit contains individual units within it that have differing factors, randomly pick the proper number from among them.

3.3 Japanese Set Up. Once the Allied set up has been completed, the Japanese player should set up of his side’s forces according to the instructions given below. Japanese reinforcements are placed in a separate pool from those of the Allied side.

3.4 Control. The sea zones on the map are never controlled by either player; it’s possible for units of both sides to be co-located in the same sea zone(s) at the same time and even to ‘move through’ each other. The control status of the various land areas on the map has bearing on determining the winner of the game (see section 4.0), as well as determining which side’s forces can make use of the base facilities (if any) located within them (see section 7.0).
 
3.5 Land Area Control States. Each land area on the map is always in one of the following control states. 

Neutral, and therefore not controlled by either player. This occurs if there are no ground units in an area.

Allied Control occurs if there are only Allied ground units in the area.

Japanese Control occurs If there are only Japanese ground units in the area.

Contested. A land area is contested if both sides simultaneously have one or more ground units there. 

A contested or enemy controlled land area comes under your control the instant your side is the only one to have one or more ground units in it. The control status of a given land area may switch back and forth between the two sides, and possibly go into or come out of neutrality or contested status, any number of times during play. Note that control is judged only by having ground units in an area. 

3.6 Each game begins on Turn 1 and continues to the end of Turn 22, unless one side wins a sudden death victory, or one player concedes, before then.

3.7 Allied Set Up
See 2.7 for reinforcement codes.

Bases 
Fiji: one “2” base
New Caledonia: one “2” base
Townsville: one “2” base
Port Moresby: one “2” base

Australian Units 
Port Moresby: NGF Brigade; 1 x Hudson air unit
Townsville: TG Coastal Defense Division
Australia Off-Map Base: CA-Au

New Zealand Units
Fiji: Fiji Brigade
 
US Units
Pearl Harbor: DD-2, AP-2; 1 x P-40, 1 x B-25; 1st CB Engineer; 1st Coastal Defense Brigade
New Caledonia: 6814th Infantry Brigade 
Townsville: 1 x P-39, 1 x B-17
Australia Off-Map Base: CV-2, CV-5, CA-1, DD-1, YP-1, AP-1, SS-1; 1A Engineers; 1 x P-39, 1 x P-40, 1 x B-26

Allied Base Units Available Box
All remaining Allied base units.

Allied Special Reinforcements Box 
Australian Reserves: 4th Infantry Division, 1st Armored Brigade 

Allied 1943 Reinforcements Box
US Naval: CVL-1, CVL-2, CVE-1, CVE-2, BB-3, CA-5, CL-2, DD-5, DD-6, LST-2, AO-1
US Air: 1 x P-47, 1 x F4U
US Ground: 1st Cav Division, 112th Cav Regiment, 3rd Marine Division; 3A, 2CB Engineer Brigades, 503rd Airborne Regiment, 14th Artillery, 32nd & 40th Anti-Aircraft.
Australian Ground: 3rd, 5th & 9th Divisions
New Zealand Ground: 3rd Division

Allied 1942 Reinforcement Pool
All remaining Allied units, placed into a large-mouthed opaque container.

3.8 Japanese Set Up

Bases
Rabaul: one “4” base

Truk
Air: 1 x A-5, 1 x G-3. 
Ground: SSD Marines; 2nd IJN Engineers

Rabaul
Naval, in any adjacent sea zone: CA-1, DD-1, PT-1, YP-1, AP-1, SS-1.
Air: 1 x A-6, 2 x G-4, 1 x H-6
Ground: 1st CSNLF Marine Regiment, 1st BF Coastal Defense, 1st IJN Engineers

Japanese Bases Available Box
All remaining Japanese base units.

Japanese Special Reinforcements Box 
a) CV-S, CV-Z, CVL-1, CA-2, DD-2, AP-2 & SS-2. These are received as free reinforcements at the start of Turn 2 at Truk. The Japanese player doesn’t expend an action to receive these units.

b) Operation I: 2 x A-6-I, 1 x B-5-I, 1 x D-3/4-I. These units enter play only if the “Operation I” event goes into effect.

Japanese 1943 Reinforcements Box
Naval: DD-6
Air: 1 x Ki-61
Ground: 41st, 36th & 17th Infantry Divisions; 2A Marine Brigade; 8th CSNLF

Japanese 1942 Reinforcement Pool
All remaining Japanese units, placed into a large-mouthed opaque container.

3.9 Allied Special Rules

1) Launch a Land-Based Air Strike into a Sea Zone. On Turns 1, 2 and 3, Allied air units that perform this action (see 8.10, action G3-16) have their combat strengths reduced by one. Starting with Turn 4, Allied air units perform this action with their printed strengths. (This is owing to abysmal Allied air force training for over-water operations in the early war.)

2) Turn 2 Event: On Turn 2, the Allied player doesn’t roll for events. Instead, he may sort through the Event pool and choose any one event marker. 

3.10 Japanese Special Rules

1) Starting Event. Prior to start of play, the Japanese player deliberately (knowingly) selects any one Event marker from his Pool. It may not be the Yamamoto marker. He may play the event normally on Turn 1 or hold it. This is in addition to his normal event marker picks.

4.0 How to Win

 4.2 Allied Sudden Death Victory should read: “In both scenarios, play stops, and the Allied player is declared the winner, the instant any one of the following has occurred: 1) there are no Japanese CV, CVL, BB and CA anywhere on the map; and 2) Allied ground units simultaneously control Port Moresby and Bougainville and Guadalcanal; and 3) Allied ground units control Rabaul. In the case of condition one above, units in the Japanese Off-Map Bases holding box don’t count as being "on the map”.”

4.3 Allied Sudden Death Victory. In both scenarios, play stops, and the Allied player is declared the winner, the instant any one of the following has occurred: 1) there are no Japanese CV, CVL, BB and CA anywhere on the map; or 2) Allied ground units simultaneously control Port Moresby and Bougainville and Guadalcanal; or 3) Allied ground units control Rabaul. In the case of condition one above, units in the Japanese Off-Map Bases holding box don’t count as being “on the map.” 

4.4 Victory on Points. If neither player wins a sudden death victory by the last turn of the scenario being played, both should total his victory points (VP) for enemy units eliminated and objectives controlled and at that time. VP for objectives are awarded for objective areas “controlled” by one or more friendly ground units (see 3.4 & 3.5). VP for enemy units eliminated include all those in the “Units for Refit” and “Units Destroyed” holding boxes. Eliminated base units don’t count for VP.

4.5 Japanese VP
VP Awarded
for 
15 VP (each)
for control of areas in Australia, New Caledonia, New Hebrides & Fiji
10 VP (each)
for control of Port Moresby or Guadalcanal 
3 VP (each)
for each Allied carrier eliminated
2 VP (each)
for every other Allied naval vessel eliminated
1 VP (each)
for every Allied air unit eliminated
2 VP (each)
for every Allied ground unit eliminated
 
4.6 Allied VP
VP Awarded
for 
20 VP
for control of Rabaul
10 VP (each)
for control of Lae or Guadalcanal 
4 VP (each)
for each Japanese carrier eliminated
3 VP (each)
for every other Japanese naval vessel eliminated
2 VP (each)
for every Japanese air unit eliminated
1 VP (each)
for every Japanese ground unit eliminated

4.7 Levels of Victory. The player with the most points generally wins. To determine that exactly, subtract the number of VP of the player with the lower amount from the VP of the player with the higher amount. That gives the final level of victory. 
	Outcomes are defined as follows: Strategic Victory is 36 or more; Theater Victory is 35 to 24; Marginal Victory is 23 to 12; and Draw is 11 to zero.
A Strategic Victory means you’ve outperformed your opponent so greatly as to effect the entire strategic direction of the war in the Pacific. 
A Theater Victory means you’ve altered, in your side’s favor, the outcome of the war in this theater of operations. 
A Marginal Victory means you’ve outperformed your opponents somewhat, but not enough to alter the overall flow of the war. 
	A Draw means you’ve more or less duplicated the overall strategic historic outcome and flow of events in this theater. (The idea is that to win the game, you have to do better than your historical predecessors.) 

4.8 Short Scenario: Battle of the Coral Sea. Set up in the same as for the regular scenario described above. The game length is only the first three game turns. Victory conditions are as follows. A draw results if both players, or neither player, achieve(s) their own side’s victory condition.
Japanese Victory (Short Scenario): The Japanese player wins by having one or more ground units in (control or contest) both Port Moresby and Guadalcanal.
Allied Victory (Short Scenario): The Allied player wins by sinking one or more Japanese carriers.


5.0 Sequence of Play

5.1 SSC is played in turns. Each turn consists of a sequence of steps, the outline for which is given below. Each time the Turn Record Phase is reached, move the Turn marker forward one space on that track on the mapsheet. If it’s the last turn of the scenario, the game comes to an end and the winner is determined.

5.2 Turn Sequence of Play Outline

I.	Japanese Random Event Check
II.	Japanese Random Event Resolution
III.	Japanese Action
IV.	Allied Random Event Check
V.	Allied Random Event Resolution
VI.	Allied Action
VII. 	Turn Record Phase

5.3 Baseline Action Number. Each player can perform a minimum of one action per turn. Additional actions may be added via the Operational Table and Event markers.
 
5.4 Multiple Actions. Certain Event markers will allow a player to take two or more actions in a row. That doesn’t cause the turn marker to be advanced on it track. Simply take one action, then take another, etc. Also, in such cases you don’t make additional Event checks.

5.5 Once a step, or a sub-routine within a given step, has been completed by a player, no portion of it may be “taken back” or in anyway redone unless his opponent graciously gives his permission to do so.

6.0 Random Events

6.1 Random Event Pre-Checks. Each time that a new step I or IV is begun (see 5.2 above), that player does the following:
Roll one six sided die. Cross index the result on the Random Events Pre-Check Table (printed below). 
(1) If the result is Take one Free Action, then immediately perform one Action (any type, see rule 8.0).
(2) If the result is Roll on the Events Table, then roll another die and cross index the result with the Events Table (printed on the map). Follow the instructions for that outcome.
(3) If the result is to pick one or more Event markers, then the player does so randomly from his pool of Event markers

RANDOM EVENTS PRE-CHECK TABLE (Rule 6.1)
Die roll
Outcome
1
Take one Free Action
2
Roll on the Events Table
3-4
Pick one Event marker
5-6
Pick two Event markers

 
6.2 Event Marker Pick, Play & Status. You pick an Event marker only if directed by the Random Events Pre-Check Table. When you pick a marker, you have the following options. You may: 1) play the marker in your own side’s next Random Event Resolution Phase; or 2) store the marker face down in your side’s Events in Play holding box. You may play markers from that box at any appropriate future time by flipping them face up. Neither player may examine the face-down markers in his opponent’s holding box.

6.3 Events markers are resolved at the point in the sequence of play in the marker descriptions (printed on the map).

6.4 Generally, when a marker is played, it’s then returned to your marker pool. Exceptions are noted in the instructions. If a marker is indicated as being placed in the Events Discarded holding box, it may not be drawn or in any played again during the course of the game.

6.5 Capacity. You may keep any number of Event markers in your Events in Play holding box. You may choose to implement any number of those events at the same general time and in any order (unless specific event descriptions restrict that). 

7.0 Stacking & Mobility Restrictions
 
7.1 “Stacking” is the term used to describe the piling of more than one friendly unit in same sea zone or land area at the same time. In general, an unlimited number of units may be stacked in each zone/area, with the following exceptions. 

1) On “small islands,” which are defined as land bodies entirely surrounded by the waters of one and the same sea zone (for example, the Outsides), you may stack a maximum of only one base, the level of which may not be greater than “2,” and up to three ground units, and up to three air units.

2) The following areas have a maximum base level capacity four: New Ireland, Cape Gloucester, Bougainville, Guadalcanal, New Hebrides, Fiji, New Caledonia, Weak, Milne Bay, Port Moresby and Cape York. These areas may still not have more than one base on them at the same time, but that base’s level may be up to four. These areas have no limit on the number of ground and/or air units that may stack in them
 
3) The following areas have a maximum base-level capacity of six: Rabaul and Townsville. These areas may still not have more than one base on them at the same time, but that base’s level may be up to six. These areas have no limit on the number of ground and/or air units that may stack in them

4) Off-map bases have unlimited stacking. See rule 15.4.

7.2 The air unit stacking limits given above are for units on the ground; air units flying missions aloft have unlimited stacking in all areas and zones.

7.3 All sea zones have unlimited naval vessels stacking. Ground units may only enter sea zones when being air-transported or sea-transported.

7.4 Over-Stacking Penalty. If either player is at any time discovered to have his forces over-stacked in one or more of the restricted-stacking areas described in 7.1, the penalty is the elimination of the minimum number of units (owning player’s choice) necessary to bring each such area back into compliance with the stacking rule. The eliminated units are placed in the Refit holding box. 

7.5 Invading Restricted-Stacking Areas. No more than two ground units may be used to launch a single amphibious invasion (see 8.12. G3-25 & 26) of a small island. Of course, there’s no limit on the number of such operations that may be launched over the course of a game. Also note the stacking rule places no restrictions on the number of naval vessels that may support such invasions with their combat factors; nor is there any restriction on the number of air units that may fly into such areas and attack there. Otherwise, there are no restrictions on the number of units that may simultaneously attack a given area or zone.

7.6 Except as restricted above, units belonging to all three major categories of units – ground, air and naval – may potentially stack together in every land area and sea zone on the map. There are no inland water bodies or exclusive land areas anywhere. 

8.0 Actions
 
8.1 “Action” is the term used to describe the carrying out of the basic increments of movement and/or combat. All the actions available for use in play are listed on below. Some may be conducted only by one of the players (as noted below), while most are available for use by either player. 

8.2 Type of Operations. There are four basic types of actions in the game. For greater clarity and organization, they’re presented below within the general categories of the American staff system of that era. Those categories are as follows.

	G1 Actions (Personnel)
	G2 Actions (Intelligence)
	G3 Actions (Operations)
	G4 Actions (Logistics)

8.3 Each time the Japanese player begins step III in the sequence of play, he should announce to his opponent which action he’ll be conducting at that time. The Allied player must do the same each time he begins step VI in the sequence of play. Neither player may ever conduct actions described as being available only to his opponent. An action is available for use by both players unless otherwise stated. Players may pick the same action any number of times in a row. All possible actions in the game are described below. 

8.4 An action may call for a player to pick Event markers or reinforcements. Those are “free” picks and are executed immediately.
 
8.5 In general, an action involves only one force of units in one area or zone. Exceptions will be stated (for example, Interception).

8.6 G1 Actions

G1-1 Call for Reinforcements. This action may be conducted as long as your reinforcement pool contains one or more units. Roll two dice, total the results, and then randomly draw that number of units (one through six) from your reinforcement pool. Those units are then placed according to your side’s reinforcement arrival strictures (see section 11.0). Once placed, they may be moved and fought normally in subsequent actions. Allied Player in 1943: Roll three dice, total the results, and pick that number of reinforcement units.

G1-2 Call for Emergency Amphibious or Engineer Replacements. This action may be conducted only if you have AP and/or engineer units in your Units Destroyed holding box. Deliberately choose one AP or one engineer unit as a reinforcement (no refit is required).
 
G1-3 Mobilize Australian Reserves. This action may only be conducted by the Allied player, and he may do so only if one or more Japanese ground units are currently occupying one or more areas of Australia. The Allied player receives all Australian reserve reinforcement units. This action may be taken no more than once per game.
 
G1-4 Appeal to Tokyo/Appeal to the Washington. Roll on the Random Events Table. That roll is in addition to the normal random events procedure, and it counts as carrying out an action. You may take this action a maximum of one per turn. 

8.7 G2 Actions

G2-1 Perform Aerial Scouting. Designate any one area or zone containing at least one friendly base, carrier unit, or seaplane tender and designate any one land area or sea zone within scouting range. You may then examine all units in that area. Scouting ranges are as follows. Carrier units: one area or zone (that is, either their own or adjacent location). Bases: three zones/areas away for the Allies, four for the Japanese. Enemy off-map bases may not be scouted. Scouting air units don’t move, nor does this action generate any combat.

G2-2 Perform Long-Range Scouting. Same as G-2-1, except this may only be performed with a base containing at least one “LR” air unit or a sea zone with a “SP” aircraft unit, or a seaplane tender (YP). Long range scouting range is six hexes. When counting, don’t count the zone or area from which he scouting mission is originating; do count out to and including the one in which it’s being conducted.

G2-3 Perform Naval Scouting. Designate any one sea zone containing at least one friendly naval unit and examine all enemy units in it.
 
G2-4 Perform Ground Scouting. Designate any one land area containing at least one friendly ground unit and examine all enemy units in it.

G2-5 Perform Coast Watching. This action may be conducted only by the Allied player. He designates any one land area and examines all enemy forces on it or all sea areas adjacent to it. Friendly units don’t need to be in the area. Exception: this may not be done from New Britain, New Ireland or small islands.

G2-6 Perform ULTRA Intelligence. This action may be conducted only by the Allied player. He rolls a die. On an even result, nothing happens; on an odd result, he may choose to do any one of the following: 1) examine all enemy forces on any two areas/zones on the map (Truk counts as one area); or 2) examine all Japanese units in the various holding boxes; or 3) roll a die and examine that number of Event markers in the Japanese player's In Play holding box. The Japanese player should turn his head so he isn’t aware of which type of ULTRA intelligence the Allied player conducts. 

8.8 G3 Actions. Since these are more extensive and provide most of the action of the game, they have been broken down into sections via general type of unit.

8.9 G3 Naval Actions

G3-1 Move a Force of Naval Vessels. You may move one or more naval vessels, which must begin in the same sea zone, up to their movement factor. Regardless of movement ability, they vessels must cease movement in the first area containing enemy naval vessels. The moving force may start in a sea zone containing enemy units (or not). You may also move directly from one sea zone containing enemy units to another sea zone containing enemy units, but must then stop. 

G3-2 Move a Force of Naval Vessels from an Off-Map Base Area to a Neighboring Sea Zone. That uses one movement point. The force may continue with normal movement once on-map. The force may attack at the end of the move, if conditions for combat exist. See sections 9.0, 10.0 and 15.0 for more details.

G3-3 Move a Force of Naval Vessels from a Neighboring Sea Zone to an Off-Map Base. The final portion of this move – into the off-map base box itself – uses one movement point. The force need not begin its move in the zone immediately adjacent to the off-map base holding box; however, no zone containing any enemy naval vessels may be entered en route to the box. The moving force may not attack. See sections 9.0 and 15.0 for more details.
 
G3-4 Re-Base Naval Vessels. You may move one force of friendly naval vessels on the map up to twice its normal movement ability, within the following strictures: 1) the moving force may not enter an area containing enemy naval vessels, though it may start in such an area; 2) the moving force may not launch any kind of attack; and 3) the moving force must end its move in a sea zone adjacent to a friendly harbor with a base (any value) or in an off-map base holding box. The force may also pick up and debark units per the Amphib actions. 

G3-5 Use Naval Vessels in a Sea Zone with Enemy Vessels to Attack them. See section 10.0 for more details.
 
G3-6 Move a Force of Naval Vessels from One Sea Zone to Another and Attack. This is the same as naval movement, but with the addition that the moving force enters a sea zone containing enemy units and then attacks them as part of that same action. Further, the attack may include the participation of some or all of the other friendly naval vessels that may happen to have already been in the combat zone when the moving force arrived. 

G3-7 Make a Night Naval Attack. The Japanese player may do this, and only in 1942. It’s executed the same as a normal naval battle, except: 1) the attacking Japanese force may contain only CA and/or CL and/or DD; and 2) the Allied player reduces the surface combat values of all his naval vessels by one. 

G3-8 Use Naval Vessels in any One Sea Zone to Bombard Enemy Ground Units in a Land Area Bordering that Zone. If a bombardment is made into a contested land area, it may not include the participation of any of the friendly units in that land area. If the attack is against a base, use the naval vessels’ full anti-ground combat strength. If the attack is made against any other type of ground units, each vessel attacks with a combat strength of one.

G3-9 Launch a Long-Range Carrier Air Strike. This may be conducted only by carriers. The carriers, along with any escorting naval vessels, may first move up to their movement limit and all must be in the same zone. The attacking player then reveals which carriers are launching the strike. Those carriers then use their target-appropriate combat factors against enemy forces in an adjacent sea zone or land area. The combat is resolved normally, though the enemy may generally not shoot back at the carriers. Counterstrike Exception: If the targeted force includes any carriers, those carriers may launch a counterstrike at the force that launched the original strike. That counterstrike ends the action; there are no subsequent ‘rounds’ of strikes and counterstrikes. Long-range carrier strikes may not be launched into the same zone occupied by the striking carriers. See 10.8 for more details.

G3-10 Use Amphibs to Transport Ground Units. Only AP, APD and LST may perform this. The amphibs must start the action adjacent to a coastal land area containing friendly ground units, and there must be no enemy naval vessels in that same sea zone at that time. The amphibs then ‘pick up’ the ground units (within capacity), and the newly combined force may then move up to the amphibs’ normal movement limit, but it may not enter any zone containing enemy naval vessels. At the end of the move, the ground unit(s) may stay aboard the amphibs or be disembarked into any adjacent land area. That may trigger an “amphibious assault” (see 8.12, G3-25 & 26). Other naval vessels may accompany the transporting amphibs. An amphibious move doesn’t require the amphib unit to actually move if the embarkation and debarkation coastal areas are adjacent  to the same sea zone. For example, an amphib might transport a land unit from Guadalcanal to Bougainville via The Slot. See 9.13 for carrying capacities.  

G3-11 Use Amphibs to Transport Air Units. Only the Allied player may perform this action, and only with AP and LST. The amphibs must start the action adjacent to a coastal area containing friendly air units, and there must be no enemy naval vessels in that same sea zone at that time. The amphibs then ‘pick up’ the air units (within capacity), and the newly combined force may move up to the amphibs’ normal movement limit, but it may not enter any zone containing enemy naval vessels. At the end of the move, the air unit(s) may stay aboard the amphibs or be disembarked into an adjacent land containing a friendly base (again, within capacity). This may not trigger an amphibious assault; the disembarked air units may not attack as part of this action. See 9.13 for carrying capacities. Other naval vessels naval may accompany the amphibs.

G3-12 Use DD to Transport Ground Units. Only the Japanese player may perform this action with DD. Each DD used in this action has an amphib capacity of one (see 9.13). The DD must start the action adjacent to a coastal area containing friendly ground units, and there must be no enemy naval vessels in that same sea zone at that time. The newly combined force may move up to the DDs’ normal movement limit, but the force may not enter any zone containing enemy naval vessels. The transported ground units must be disembarked on an adjacent land area at the end of the action; they may not remain embarked. That may trigger an amphibious assault. See also 8.12 for combined amphibious assaults. 

G3-13 Form the Tokyo Express. Only the Japanese player may perform this action. Place the Tokyo Express marker on any one force of Japanese DD or DDs located in an off-map base or in a sea zone adjacent to a harbor with a Japanese base unit (and no enemy naval vessels are present in that same zone). The DD/Tokyo Express force may perform the same mission as DD performing action G3-12; plus, after debarking the transported land units, the DD may move immediately again up to the full limit of their movement allowance. Each DD used in this action has an amphib capacity of one (see 9.13). The Tokyo Express force may not at any time move into a sea zone containing enemy naval units. The Tokyo Express may disembark units on an island that contains enemy land units, and that may trigger an amphibious assault (no combined support may be provided to this, unlike 8.12). At the end of the action, remove the Tokyo Express marker from the force; it may be reused in later actions. Note the Tokyo Express is formed and performs transport as part of the same action. 
 
8.10 G3 Air Actions

G3-14 Re-Base a Force of Aircraft from one Friendly Base to another Friendly Base. The move may be to a distance up to twice the air unit’s range. The take-off and landing bases may be contested (or not). A player may use his side’s Off-Map Bases holding box as either the takeoff or landing point. All off-map bases are considered to be one zone off the edge of the map. Rebasing forces may not conduct combat, offensive or defensive, as part of their rebasing action. Further, intercepted rebasing units don’t get to fire at the enemy units intercepting them (see section 16.0). Also note this is the only action which allows air units to land at a base other than the one from which it started its action.
 
G3-15 Launch a Land-Based Air Strike at Enemy Ground and/or Air Units in a Land Area. Pick up any or all air units based in one area and move them to any one land area in range, then attack the enemy units in that area. If there are any friendly air units already in that targeted area, they may join in the attack. This action may not be combined with an attack by carriers. If an attack is against a base, use the air units’ full anti-ground combat strength. If an attack is against any other types of ground units, each air unit attacks with a combat strength of one.

G3-16 Launch a Land-Based Air Strike into a Sea Zone. Pick up any or all air units based in one area and move them to any one sea zone in range, then attack enemy units in that zone. This may not be combined with an attack by carriers. Also see 3.9(1).

G3-17 Put Land-Based Fighter Air Units into Interception Mode. Place and/or remove any, some, or all “F” units anywhere on the map into or out of intercept mode. As long a fighter is in interception mode, it may not conduct any other action. Fighters remain in interception mode until the owning player removes the marker in a subsequent action or the unit is eliminated or withdrawn. In one action of this type, you place some fighters into interception mode and take other fighters out of interception mode. See section 16.0 for more details.

G3-18 Conduct an Interception during an Enemy Action. Whenever a force of enemy air units moves into an area or zone adjacent to friendly fighters in interception mode, you may interrupt that enemy action by declaring interception. The enemy action is temporarily halted while you resolve your interception. You immediately move your intercepting fighters into the area or zone into which the intercepted enemy air units have just entered. You then resolve combat, with your force as the attacker. Only the intercepting air units may attack, and only the moving enemy air units may be attacked. Other units in the area or zone are ignored. Upon resolution of the interception, surviving intercepting units return to their same base, and surviving enemy air units complete their action. If there is more than one force of fighter units available in interception mode, only one may conduct an interception per enemy action.  The fighters defend normally in their own zone (they do not intercept into it). See section 16.0 for more details.

8.11 G-3 Ground Actions

G3-19 Move a Force of Ground Units via Ground Movement. Move one or more friendly ground units in any one area to any one adjacent area. This may include movement from and/or to areas containing enemy ground units. If there’s more than one adjacent area, the entire moving force must be moved into just one area. Also, see the rules for mountains (9.11) and the Kokoda Trail (9.12). 

G3-20 Move a Force of Ground Units to an Adjacent Area Containing Enemy Units and Attack the Enemy Force in that Area. Same as G3-19, plus, at the end of its move the moving force attacks the enemy ground units in the area into which it moved. Also, if there are any friendly ground units already in that area, they may join in the attack. See section 10.0 for more details.
 
G3-21 Use a Force already in a Contested Land Area to Attack the Enemy Force in that Same Area. This is the same as G3-20, but without the preliminary movement. See section 10.0 for more details.
 
G3-22 Air Transport a Ground Unit from any Friendly Base to any Other Friendly Base. This action may be conducted only by the Allied player. The unit chosen may be moved from any one area with a friendly base to any other area containing a friendly base. Such areas may be contested at the time of the move, and may also include, in either direction, an Allied Off-Map Base Area holding box. In 1942 the Allied player may move a maximum of one light unit (see 2.10) in this way per action. In 1943 he may move up to two light units or one heavy unit in this way per action. Units moving in this way may not be intercepted.

G3-23 Make an Airborne Assault. This action may only be performed if a player has at least one airborne unit in play. The action is performed using only one airborne unit. It’s conducted in the same general way as G3-22, except the airborne unit may land in any land area; no base is needed in the landing area. If the landing area is contested, however, the airborne unit must make an unsupported attack on those enemy units, which is resolved as part of that same action.

8.12 G3 Combined Actions

G3-24 Make a Combined Air-Ground Attack. You move, or already have in place, ground units in an area and conduct an attack with them. You may add to the attack any one force of air units in range, as per a normal land-based air strike action (see G3-15 and G3-20, above).
 
G3-25 Use a Ground Force at Sea in One Sea Zone to Make an Amphibious Invasion of any one Invasion-Susceptible Enemy Occupied Land Area Bordering that Zone. A ground force being transported by amphibs disembarks in a coastal area and the player may conduct an attack against enemy land units in that area. The ground units may have just moved, as part of this same action, via amphibious transport, or they may start this action already adjacent to the coastline to be assaulted. Invasions may also include, within the same action, the combat participation of friendly naval vessels as long as they’re located in the same sea zone as the invading ground units. It may also include the participation of friendly land units already in the area being amphibiously assaulted. It may not be combined with air unit attacks (but see G3-26). 
  
G3-26 Make a Combined Naval-Air-Ground Attack. As in G3-24 or G3-25 above, plus you may add in one force of naval vessels from an adjacent sea zone (if G-24), and/or one force of air units which can fly in or are already in the area (if G-25). The player then uses the ground, naval and/or air units in one combined combat against enemy units in that area. The Allies may do this only if they have at least one general or admiral Event marker in play. The Japanese may do this only if they have Yamamoto in play.

Note: You may not combine naval and air units to attack enemy units at sea.

8.13 G4 Actions

G4-27 Build/Increase a Base. You must have an engineer unit in a land area, along with an AP, APD or LST in an adjacent sea zone. For the Japanese, place a level “1” base, or raise an already existing base by one level. For the Allies, place a level “2” base, or raise an already existing base two levels. If the player has more than one engineer unit in the area, then build one additional base increment for each Japanese engineer, or two for the Allies. You need only one AP, APD or LST regardless of the number of levels to be built See 7.1 for more details on maximum base levels.

G4-28 Build a Base in the Townsville Area. Only the Allied player may perform this action. He must have an engineer unit Townsville, but no amphib need be adjacent. Place a level “2” base, or raise an already existing base two levels. The Japanese player may build a base in the Townsville area, but he may only do so under the provisions of G4-27 above.

G4-29 Refit Naval Vessels in the Refit Box. See section 12.0.
 
G4-30 Refit Air Units in the Refit Box. See section 12.0.
 
G4-31 Refit Ground Units in the Refit Box. See section 12.0.

G4-32 Entrench. See optional rules section 23.0.

G4-33 Build the Kokoda Trail. Only the Allied player may perform this action, and only if he has a base in the Port Moresby area along with an engineer and there are no Japanese units contesting Port Moresby. Place the Kokoda Trail marker across the mountain boundary with Lae. See 9.12 for more details.

G4-34 Remove Carrier Depletion. See optional rules section 22.0.
 
G4-35 Provide Aerial Supply for Ground and/or Air Units. See optional rules section 20.0.

G4-36: Conduct an Administrative Naval Transport. Move land units from any one off-map base, or coastal land area containing a Harbor and a friendly base, up to two sea zones. The units must move together and land in an off-map base or coastal land area containing a Harbor and a friendly base. This requires no amphibs (the land units are being transported by local shipping). The land units may not remain at sea, nor may they start in, move through, or land in a zone or area containing any kind of enemy unit. The number of units which can make this move per Action is equal to the base level of the starting coastal area. If starting in an off-map base, then up to six units may move via this Action. 

9.0 Movement

9.1 In general, movement takes place between contiguous land areas and/or sea zones within the parameters of the actions detailed in section 8.0. If a unit may move more than one area/zone, the second one entered must be contiguous to the first one entered, which principle also applies to all subsequent movement. Areas and/or zones that touch only at points are considered to be contiguous.
 
9.2 Forces & Movement. You designate which units you will move together as a force within the strictures of the movement actions given in section 8.0. Generally, all the units that will make up a moving force must all start their move already in the same area or zone. Once a force has been formed for movement, they must remain together for that entire action. Units with a force may not go in different directions or be ‘dropped off.’ 

9.3 General Movement Strictures

Naval Vessels may only move into sea zones and off-map bases. They may remain ‘at sea’ an unlimited amount of time.

Air Units may move into sea zones, land areas and off-map bases. Note, though, they must end an action in a friendly base or they’re eliminated. When conducting an attack, at the end of the combat all surviving air units must return to a friendly base within range or they are eliminated. 

Ground Units may only move into land areas and off-map bases. They may only move into/through sea zones by being transported by air or sea.

9.4 Naval Vessel Movement. Naval vessels may move up to the number of zones in a single action according to the movement factor printed on their counters. That is, each sea zone entered costs one movement point. Naval vessels must cease movement for that action the instant they enter a zone containing any enemy naval vessels. 

9.5 Naval Vessels in Land Areas and Harbors. Naval units may not enter land areas. Certain areas contain a “harbor” symbol (anchor). If a player has a base in a harbor area, he may conduct certain logistical support actions to naval vessels in the adjoining areas, but the supported naval vessels may still not enter that land area. A harbor adjoins all the sea zones having a coastline adjacent to its land area.

9.6 Air units may only operate from land areas containing friendly bases, either base units or off-map bases. They may fly over sea zones and land areas and attack targets in sea zones as well as land areas.

9.7 Aircraft Basing. If an air unit is found to start or end any action in an area that has no friendly base, it’s eliminated. An air unit must land at the base from which it started its current action, unless it’s rebasing. Also, if combat causes a base to be reduced below the level sufficient to support all the air units in its area, the excess air units are eliminated (owning player’s choice).

9.8 Aircraft Range is printed on the counters. The range is expressed as the maximum number of areas an air unit may move prior to conducting an attack. Each zone or area entered on the way to the target counts as one point. Don’t count the originating base area. When returning from the target area or zone, the air unit again counts out the areas and/or zones through which it’s moving. Effectively, an air unit moves twice per action: once – up to its full range factor – to its target, and again – also up to its full range factor – back to its base. Air units may generally move freely through enemy units, but see section 16.0.

9.9 Carrier Aircraft are built into the strength of the carriers. They’re handled differently in that they don’t fly separate from their carriers.

9.10 Land Movement. Ground units may move from adjoining land area to adjoining land area, generally at the cost of one movement point per area entered (but see 9.11 below and 2.15 above). Land movement may not be conducted across all-sea boundaries. Ground units may only move across all-sea boundaries by air or sea transport.

9.11 Mountains. For a ground unit to move across a mountain boundary, it must first roll a die. A Japanese light ground unit may move across a mountain boundary on a roll of one through four. An Allied light ground unit may move across on a roll of one or two. If a unit fails to make the die roll, it loses its movement ability for the remainder of that action. If more than one unit is moving per action, roll for each individually and apply the results immediately. Heavy units may not cross mountains. 

9.12 Kokoda Trail. The Allied player may build the Kadoka Trail via action G4-33. Place the Kokoda Trail marker across the mountains north of Port Moresby. From then on, Allied light ground units may cross that border on a die roll of one through four (heavy units may still not cross at all). The Kokoda Trail doesn’t benefit the Japanese and, once placed, it remains there for the rest of the game.
 
9.13 Ground Units at Sea. Ground units may only go to sea in amphibious transport ships (AP, APD and LST, collectively called amphibs) of their own side. Also, Japanese DD may also provide transport via certain actions. The capacity of each amphib is printed on the reverse side. “1” capacity units may transport one light unit of any size. “2” capacity units may transport two light units of any size, one heavy unit, or one air unit
	To show a land unit is being transported by an amphib, place the land unit beneath the amphib counter. Boarding an amphib unit isn’t a separate action, it’s simply a part of the action of transporting them. While at sea, land units are for all purposes considered an inseparable part of the amphib unit transporting them. That is, if a transporting amphib unit comes under attack, separate attacks aren’t made against it and the units it is transporting, nor do transported land units engage in combat while being transported. Transported land units simply share the fate of the amphib on which they’re embarked. If an amphib is sunk, all ground units on it placed in the Refit box. Also note that amphibs are “protected targets” (see 10.7). Ground units being transported may conduct no other actions, nor may they in any way use their combat factors, until they disembark.
		Ground units may remain on amphib units at sea for any length of time. To disembark, the amphib must be adjacent to a coastal area. Simply place the ground units on the land. That’s not a separate action. If/when an amphib is used to deliver ground units to an amphibious invasion (that is, to either an enemy controlled or contested land area), that amphib is subject to return fire from the enemy units defending there, but only from units that have an anti-surface ship factor of one or more.
	Administrative Movement of Land Units, is conducted slightly differently; see G4-36. 
		 
9.14 Small Islands are those entirely contained within a single sea zone. They don’t impede the movement of naval or air units into or through their sea zones. Units may enter/overfly small islands at no additional movement cost. 

9.15 Eastern Pacific Sea Zone. Only Allied units may enter the Eastern Pacific sea zone.

10.0 Combat

10.1 Combat takes place when opposing units fight each other. In general, combat is voluntary, that is, it’s conducted at the discretion of the player taking an action that can generate combat. It generally only occurs between opposing units in the same sea zone or land area (though see Coastal Bombardment and Carrier Strikes, below). Combat is mandatory when conducting: 1) an amphibious invasion into a small island; or 2) an airborne move to an enemy occupied land area; and 3) air units attacking into an enemy occupied area. At other times, combat may occur (active player’s choice) whenever an action specifically allows for it. Generally, that will be as the result of a move action into a sea zone or land area occupied by one or more enemy units. In those cases, combat would be up to the player taking the action. In general, opposing units can co-exist indefinitely within the same land areas and/or sea zones (but see the small island exception below). 
 		Combat can occur in the following ways: 1) air versus air and/or naval vessels and/or ground units in the same area or zone; 2) naval vessels versus air and/or naval vessels in the same zone; 3) naval vessels versus naval and/or ground units in an adjacent land area; 4) long-range carrier strikes into an adjacent area or zone; and 5) ground units versus ground and/or air units in the same area.
		In general, ground units may not initiate combat against enemy naval vessels, but see the coastal defense rule below.
	Combat may generally not occur across zone or area boundary lines, with the exceptions of long-range carrier strikes and naval bombardment missions. Note when air units conduct missions, they move across boundary lines but attack a target within one particular area.

10.2 Combat Procedure. When combat occurs, remove the involved units of both sides from the map and place them in a convenient space off to the side to resolve that battle. Put the Battle marker in the area/zone from which those units were taken in order to serve as a reminder of the place to return surviving units. Units engage in combat, both offensively and defensively, by firing at opposing enemy units. In each combat a participating unit may fire at any one opposing unit. In turn, each of firing unit may be fired at by one or more opposing units in that same battle. The unit returning fire need be the unit at which it fired. In general, it’s impossible for either player to withhold units from participating in a battle going on within its zone or area; however; however, note the important exception described below in rule 10.4.
		All fire within a given battle is usually considered to be taking place simultaneously within and between both sides. Thus there’s no advantage to rolling your combat resolution die rolls before the other player. All combat dice are rolled, and their results noted, before any unit reductions or eliminations take place (exception: see the Sneak Attack/Deception Operation explanations on the Event Tables).
		The player who conducted the action that resulted in the combat about to be resolved should be allowed to fire first. Within the strictures of the protected target rule (10.7) you may assign more than one of your units to attack the same enemy unit. If, however, your first, or one of your early hits, succeeded in eliminating the multi-targeted enemy unit, you’re not then allowed to reassign your ‘overkill’ units – they’ve simply been wasted as far as that battle goes. Also note there are never any multi-round battles. Each involved unit on both sides is allowed to fire once, and that battle is then over until some new action allows it to be fought again.

Clarifications:

(1) Units always use the appropriate combat factor to fire at enemy units. For example, a unit will always use its anti-air factor to fire at air units. 

(2) If more than one unit type is attacking, then each defending unit can fire at any one attacking unit. For example, if a combined air-ground attack (G3-24) is being made against a ground unit which has both anti-ground and anti-air factors, then that unit could fire at either one air or one land unit, but not both. 

(3) If air units are based in an area which is being attacked by enemy ground units, then the air units can fire at the ground units. If this is a combined air-ground attack, then each air unit could fire at either an enemy air unit or ground unit.

(4) Air units which are on bases being bombarded by enemy naval units may not fire back on them. The only land units which may fire back at bombarding naval units are ones which have an anti-surface naval factor (such as coastal defense units). They may not return fire against enemy long-range carrier strikes (G3-9). 

10.3 Combat Strength Modification, Maximums & minimums. Certain events and actions may cause a unit’s various combat strengths to be raised or lowered. If more than one such modification applies, use the cumulative difference. Additionally: A unit with a printed combat strength of “0” may not have it raised higher, while a unit with a printed combat strength of “1” or more may never have it lowered to less than “1.”

10.4 Combat Resolution. Each unit in the game carries four combat factors. A unit’s “anti-ground” combat factor is used by that unit when it fires at an enemy ground unit. A unit’s “anti-aircraft” combat factor is used by that unit when it fires at an enemy aircraft unit. A unit’s “anti-submarine” combat factor is used by that unit when it fires at an enemy submarine unit. A unit’s “anti-surface ship” combat factor is used by that unit when it fires at an enemy surface ship unit. 
		Each participating unit may fire only once per combat. For example, if a unit has both an anti-air and anti-surface combat factor greater than zero, it could be committed by its owner to fire at either an enemy air unit or an enemy naval vessel, but not at both.
		If one or more of a given unit’s printed combat factors is “0” (zero), that unit can’t fire at that kind of target. For instance, a submarine with an anti-aircraft combat factor of zero may never fire at enemy aircraft units. Note, though, that doesn’t mean the opposite is true. That is, to extend the example, a submarine with an anti-aircraft combat factor of zero could certainly be fired on by enemy aircraft that had an anti-submarine combat factor greater than zero.
The units’ various combat factors are “hit” numbers. That is, if a given unit with, say, a combat factor of “2,” is attacking an enemy unit of the appropriate type for that combat factor, that enemy unit is “hit” on a die roll of two or one (the “hit number” or less). 

10.5 Air units based in an area being attacked automatically rise to fight any type of attacking enemy units: air, naval or ground. There is no separate action to provide combat air patrol, defensive support, etc. Moreover, they must fight in the air if their area is attacked; you may not leave them on the ground.

10.6 Protected Targets: Naval. Carriers, fleet trains (AO) and amphibs (along with the ground units they may be transporting), are together considered “protected targets” when receiving enemy fire in naval combat, which would include fire from both submarines and surface ships other than carriers. That is, no protected target may be attacked unless every other non-protected surface ship in the same battle is also being attacked by at least one other enemy unit. This restriction doesn’t apply to air attacks against protected unit types; air units may single out carriers and amphibs. Carrier Exemption: if a carrier is making an attack against an enemy force, it may attack otherwise protected targets without having to meet the provisions of the above. 

10.7 Protected Targets: Ground. if ground units are engaged in ground combat, they may not target enemy Bases unless every non-base ground unit is also being attacked by at least one ground unit each. This does not affect air and naval bombardment of bases.

10.8 Carrier Ranged Combat & Counterstrike. Carriers may attack enemy units in their own zone or in an adjacent area or zone. If attacking in an adjacent sea zone, on completion of that combat, any carriers in the attacked zone may launch a counterstrike at the naval force containing the attacking carriers. That is, all units in the sea zone from which the original carrier strike was launched may be targeted in such counterstrikes. The counterstrike is simultaneous with the initial strike for purposes of loss extraction. Note that only enemy carriers may conduct a counterstrike, not other units in the originally struck zone. 

10.9 Bombardments. A force of naval vessels may use their anti-ground strengths to attack a land area adjacent to their sea zone. Only coastal defense units in that area, if any, may fire back. Also see 10.12 below.

10.10 Small Islands. When an attacking ground force enters a small island (see 7.1/1) via amphibious or airborne assault it must attack. If it fails to eliminate all enemy units defending in that area, the attacking ground force is eliminated. 

10.11 Parenthesized Combat Factors. Ground units with a parenthesized combat strength are “support units.” They may utilize their parenthesized strengths only if there is on or more friendly ground units in that same combat with non-parenthesized strengths. That being the case, though, the support units then fire normally; their fires aren’t added onto, or otherwise combined with, the fires of the enabling non-support units.
 
10.12 Coastal Defense Units. Certain ground units have anti-surface ship combat factors greater than zero. They may use them only in the following cases: 
1) If enemy naval vessels conduct a bombardment against the area in which they’re located, they fire back normally at the bombarding units; and 2) If an enemy amphibious force conducts a landing into their area, they may fire at the amphibious unit. If the amphibious unit is sunk or damaged, that has no effect on the transported ground units, which land normally. In sum, coastal defense units may only fire defensively against naval vessels, and only if the enemy has initiated an action against their area.

10.13 Divisions on Defense. Whenever a ground unit of division size (xx) is attacked while on the ground (rather than while being transported), the first hit it suffers doesn’t eliminate it. Instead, the first hit scored against a division simply causes it to be flipped over to show its “-1” side. If such a division receives a second hit in that same battle, it’s eliminated (see section 12.0). If a division suffers a hit, but then doesn’t suffer a second hit during that same battle, it survives at full strength. That is, immediately flip the division back so its no-hit side shows upward, and place it back into its original area (along with any other surviving units). That division-recovery process doesn’t require any refit procedure or action expenditure; it’s automatic and immediate. Divisions still only fire once each when attacking. 

11.0 Reinforcements & Withdrawals.

11.1 Pools. Units that first appear in the game after play has already begun are called reinforcements. You should put all potential reinforcements for your own side in a “pool,” any large-mouth opaque container, such as a cereal bowl or coffee mug. When called for, pick reinforcements from your pool at random. Once you’ve pulled them, place them on the map in accordance with the instructions below.
 
11.2 Year-Group Reinforcements. Players start both scenarios with all units designated as 1942 reinforcements in their respective pools. Units designated as 1943 reinforcements are placed in the 1943 holding box on the mapsheet on the map, and they may not be taken as reinforcements in 1942. On the first turn of 1943, players add in all 1943 reinforcements to their pools. For 1943, then, you will draw from a combined 1942/1943 reinforcement pool.

11.3 Placement. All Japanese reinforcements are placed in Truk. All US reinforcements are placed in Pearl Harbor. All Australian and New Zealand reinforcements are placed in the Australia off-map base. Such placement doesn’t use up any separate action.

11.4 Limits. Generally, the number of units in the counter-mix is a deliberate design limit. There are two exceptions: players should feel free to make up more base units and entrenchment markers. Also note base-building isn’t reinforcement; it’s an action.

11.5 Special Reinforcements. Certain reinforcements are designated as “special.” They’re placed only if certain conditions are met. Keep them in the Special Reinforcements holding box until deployed.

11.6 Withdrawals. Certain events call for units to be withdrawn. Units to be withdrawn are simply picked up and removed from the map, regardless of their position; they’re not moved across and off the map. They don’t count as eliminated units for VP purposes. Withdrawn units are generally placed in the Withdrawn holding box and may not generally be returned to play unless some specific event allows for it. 
 
12.0 Refit

12.1 Eliminated units may be returned to play via the Refit action.
 
12.2 Every time a unit is eliminated, place it in its side’s Refit box on the mapsheet.

12.3 Refits take place at friendly on-map and off-map bases. The Allies may also refit in the same sea zone as their fleet train (AO) unit. The types of units that may be refit at various bases are shown below. The Refit Tables printed on the mapsheet give the die roll success ranges for refit outcomes.

12.4 Procedure. Designate the Base (or AO unit) at which the refit will take place. Declare if you will refit naval, air or land units. You may only refit one type per action, though, depending on the base, you may refit more than one unit per action (see below). Designate the specific unit(s) to be refit; roll a die for each one, and check that result on your own side’s Refit Table.

12.5 Refit Outcomes

Refit: place the unit on the base designated (or in the AO’s sea zone) at the start of the action.

Damage: place the unit in the reinforcement pool, from which it may be picked normally as part of a later reinforcement action.

Destroyed: remove the unit from play for the rest of the game.

12.6 Refit Capacities
 
Naval Vessels
AO unit: refit up to two naval vessels per action.
Australia, 1942: may refit one naval vessel per action.
Australia, 1943: may refit two naval vessel per action.
Pearl Harbor: may refit up to eight naval vessel per action.
Truk: may refit up to four naval vessel per action.
On-map bases of level “3” or higher with a harbor: refit one naval vessel per action; place the refit units in an adjacent sea zone.

Air Units
Australia: may refit up to four air units per action.
Pearl Harbor, 1942: may refit up to six air units per action.
Pearl Harbor, 1943: may refit up to nine air units per action.
Truk: may refit up to six air units per action.
On-map bases: may refit a number of air units equal to their current level.

Ground Units 
Australia: may refit up to four ground units per action.
Pearl Harbor, 1942: may refit up to four ground units per action.
Pearl Harbor, 1943: may refit up to eight ground units per action.
Truk: may refit up to six ground units per action.
On-map bases: may refit a number of ground units equal to their current level.

12.7 You don’t have to show the other player the outcome of your refit die rolls, and you may conceal the placing of units back in the pool, etc. (Of course, this requires a certain degree of trust between players.)
 
12.8 US and British Commonwealth units may be refit at any Allied bases. IJA and IJN units may be refit at any Japanese bases.

12.9 Bases & Refitting. Eliminated base units are not refit per se. Such units are, however, immediately available for being built anew via the Base Building action.

13.0 Fog of War

13.1 Players may not examine the contents of enemy stacks unless one or more of the following apply. Even if you have units in the same area or zone as your enemy, you may not examine those enemy units unless you fulfill one or more of the conditions below. 

1) At the start of each combat’s resolution, all units involved in that on both sides combat are revealed.

2) G-2 actions will allow you to examine some enemy forces.

3) Some events will allow you to examine enemy stacks.

4) You may choose to reveal to your opponent whatever amount of your own forces you desire.
 
13.2 You may place and move your units face down to conceal their strength. Also, you may not examine the contents of your opponent’s holding boxes, pools, off-map bases and displays, etc., unless allowed by an event or G2 action. 

13.3 Attacking Thin Air. Note that as a result of these rules, you may sometimes launching attacks against enemy forces you can’t actually affect. For example, aircraft with no ASW strength may end up attacking in a zone containing only enemy subs. In such cases, there is no combat, though the declared action that set the situation in motion is still considered spent.

14.0 On-Map Base Units

14.1 Base units represent major logistical installations and are therefore immobile (static) once placed on the map. You may never have more than one base in any given area at any one time. There may, however, be a friendly and an enemy base in the same area at the same time.

14.2 Strength. Base units may contain a series of strength-steps from one (weakest) to six (strongest). An already existing base’s strength may be increased by the Build Base action. Note that bases, as they go to higher levels, have higher anti-aircraft values. Each hit against a base reduces its strength by one level. When it goes to zero, it’s removed from the map.

14.3 Air Basing. The number of air units that may operate from a base is equal to the step-level of the base. If anything would cause a base to be reduced below the current number of air units operating from it, the owning player must immediately eliminate the excess air units based there and place them in the Refit box (and they count as units eliminated for VP purposes). 

14.4 Base Ground Support. Ground units don’t require a base in order to move into or sustain themselves there. See optional Supply rules section 20.0 for a modification to this. 

14.5 Base Naval Support. Naval vessels don’t require bases to exist in a zone in order to move into or sustain themselves there. See optional Supply rules section 20.0 for a modification to this.
 
14.6 Other Base Functions. Bases are required for certain G4 actions. Bases may also be used as locales in which to refit units (see section 12.0). 

15.0 Off-Map Bases

15.1 Off-map bases represent major logistical installations in areas near the theater of operations. The only Japanese off-map base is Truk. The two Allied off-map bases are Australia and Pearl Harbor.

15.2 Control. You always automatically control your owns side’s off-map base(s). There is no need to garrison them.

15.3 Restrictions. Neither player may move his units, or in any way attack into, his opponent’s off-map base(s). Similarly, neither player’s units may launch an attack while operating from an off-map base. For example, Japanese air units in Truk may not fly out of that base to attack units on the map.

15.4 Off-Map Base Capacity. You can have an unlimited number of units in an of-map base. All types of units may be kept in an off-map base for any length of time.
 
15.4 Entry & Exit. Units in an off-map base may enter the map from there and vice versa. Truk and Pearl Harbor lie just (one sea zone) off their respective map edges. They may be entered/exited by air and naval movement. Ground units would have to be transported by air or sea in order to move to or from Truk or Pearl Harbor. Australia lies just (one land area or sea zone) off the map edge. It may be entered/exited by air, naval and ground movement. 

15.5 Refitting. Off-map bases may be utilized as locales in which to refit units (see section 12.0). 

16.0 Interception

16.1 Interception is a special action by which you put air units into, and/or take them out of, “interception mode” in preparation for the anticipated execution of an enemy air action. You may do this for any or all friendly “F” units on the map. When in interception mode, fighter units may not perform other actions, but they move under to interrupt enemy section. See the description under 8.10, G3-17. 

16.2 Interception, therefore, is a unique type of action in that you conduct it during an enemy action. It doesn’t count against your total of actions for that turn.

17.0 Special Units

17.1 Airborne units as infantry except they may perform the Airborne action.
 
17.2 Commando units are treated as infantry units, except they can cross a mountain side on a die roll of “1-4”. Also see also the optional supply rule.

17.3 Marines are treated as infantry units.

17.4 “Operation I” Air Units. The IJN air units marked “I” represent carrier air groups transferred to land bases. They’re kept in the Japanese Special Reinforcement holding box and may be deployed from the only if the “Operation I” event is played.

17.5 Seaplanes (“SP”) units may be based on sea zones adjacent to a friendly base on land (and count against its capacity). They may also be based in a zone containing a friendly seaplane tender (YP). A single seaplane tender may base an unlimited number of seaplane aircraft. 

17.6 Tokyo Express. This isn’t a unit but is, rather, a Japanese marker that converts a force of DD into transports.

18.0 Invasion of Australia

18.1 Whenever a Japanese ground unit is occupying any land area of Australia, an “invasion of Australia” is in effect. Note that attacks by Japanese air or naval units into Australia don’t constitute an invasion.

18.2 On the first turn in which an invasion of Australia is in effect, the Allied player receives a free bonus action. He may also take the action Mobilize Australian Reserves during any turn in which an invasion of Australia is in effect.

End of File

